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Tyler W

on
03/31/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Beautiful handgun. Has been my conceal carry for about 7 years now and had 0 issues. 











Kyle W

on
08/04/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun, heavy~~ish and easy to keep on target (exactly what i wanted). Shoots just like my SP01 but in a sub/compact form. Perfect for my EDC and something i know i can rely on. Easy Clean, only gripe is with the 10 round Mag, getting that 10th bullet in is extremely difficult even after 1000 rounds. No Jams No issues 











Arturo E G

on
07/08/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The pistol was shipped in a very timely manner and all that was included arrived in good condition ,will definately purchase from Buds again. 











Lisa M

on
01/28/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This little CZ is just as well made as the full size ones I own. It shoots well without much recoil. it does have some weight to it, but I like that in my guns. I am very happy with my purchase. I don't buy without seeing and hands on but I had been searching for this cz for 2 years. Thank you Bud's and thank you Hitchcock45 for recommending Bud's Gun Shop to us. 











Jeff P

on
12/28/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Outstanding little pistol. Very close in size to the Glock 26/27, which I love, and the RAMI may be even more shootable due to its greater weight. Like other CZ's the RAMI grip feels as good in my larger than average hands as any pistol's grip does, and the out-of-the-box trigger is very good, the single-action pull is especially nice. On its initial outing I fired 150 rounds of 115gr. Blazer Brass with no failures, and while I didn't accuracy test the RAMI shot where I wanted it to. CZ's are rapidly becoming my favorite semi-automatic handguns, and the RAMI only helped that cause. If you're looking for a Glock 26-sized, metal, hammer-fired handgun, I highly recommend the CZ RAMI. And Bud's service was good as always. 











Bob B

on
10/10/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I was on the list for a while but Buds notified me before listing the RAMI up and bought it on the spot as I wanted a carry gun that I could rely on Accuracy and function is great and totally reliable it out shoots my HK USP 40 compact I was carrying hands down it might be a skosh heavier but in the right places no polymer here just a beefy little steel shooter I installed some beautiful walnut panel grips (grips4u) and just love to shoot this one as it takes all my CZ 75 mags and still has the ten rounder left for the way home , The 14 rounder that came in the package is real comfortable and could be substituted for the 10 round mag if dressed properly . It shoots like a gun with a larger frame and longer barrel and I would recommend the RAMI if you can find one . 











Steven C

on
04/30/2018




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Buds did a great job shipping it out fast. Pros- Shoots great no problems at all. Clean trigger very accurate. Cons- Very heavy for a small pistol. One thing I really hate is when you load both mags full they rattle. 











Larry M

on
04/04/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Nice pistol, but not my favorite. Didn't keep it very long before I sold it. Was a bit too snappy on my wrist. But then I'm an old guy at this point!! 











Thomas G

on
02/27/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










With some work this pistol has one of the nicest triggers of all the guns i have, Cz pistols including the Rami are sweet. 











Gerald C

on
12/16/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This gun is a very typical CZ...Outstanding performance and quality! Reliability is unequaled. Excellent capacity for a gun this size. Very accurate for this barrel length. Another Excellent experience with Buds! 











Gerald C

on
12/16/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This gun is a very typical CZ...Outstanding performance and quality! Reliability is unequaled. Excellent capacity for a gun this size. Very accurate for this barrel length. Another Excellent experience with Buds! 











Rodney B

on
09/28/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is an awesome gun. It shoots like a dream and it's by far my favorite gun in my collection. This is my first C-Z and I'm so impressed with it that I intend to buy a couple more. Thanks to Bud's for a great transaction and super fast shipping. 











Jeremiah S

on
03/09/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great concealed carry alternative for those who like the 1911 "cocked and locked" style of carry. The trigger is quite heavy in double action, but is typical for a carry gun while the single action is quite smooth and easy to get used to. The Rami is quite heavy for a sub-compact, but the weight helps to mitigate recoil and makes it comfortable to shoot for a smaller firearm. Fired about 3000 rounds though mine, and have never had any sort of firearm related failure with multiple self-defense and target loads. The only complaint I have of the firearm is that the grip can barely fit a third finger with the 10 round magazine and might benefit from a Pearce grip extension, but is not a major issue considering how great the gun is. 











Brent G

on
08/24/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Fast service and great service. Pistol performs well. 











Jason A

on
07/10/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Put 300 Rounds through this hand cannon and I worked flawless. This gun has now became my concealed carry weapon. I trust my life with this gun and my family's. Well constructed and balanced. Very nice CZ for the money 











Michael F

on
02/15/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Like most CZ pistols, this thing is a beast, but a beast in a good way. A good friend of mine had recommended it, so took the jump and ordered it. Like the other CZ pistols I have, this thing is built rock solid. Everything about it speaks of being built solid and with quality. I took it out to the range today and put about 100 rounds through it. And like my other CZ pistols, I came away quite happy with it. In the 100 rounds I put through it I had zero issues as it ate up whatever I put through it, to include some Tula steel cased stuff. The trigger pull was not overly heavy, and the reset was actually quite short. There is also very little jump with this when firing it given the weight of it, so reacquiring the target is quite easy. While I still need to practice with it some more, the pistol was quite accurate right out of the box. I sprayed some around, but I chalk that up to me and definitely not the pistol. While this might be heavier than some would like as a concealed carry weapon, you will not be disappointed in how well it shoots. The only thing I'm waiting on now to use this as my CCW is a new holster. When I get it, this one will become the one I carry. This pistol is superb, but sadly the shipping out of Bud's on this was way slower than their normal service. But, no harm done as I would still happily order from Bud's again. 











Daniel D

on
02/13/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent service and quality product...accept...Buds really needs to speed up its "E-cash" process...5 days in this cyber day and age is bordering on ridiculous. Almost makes you wonder if the funds are being floated for some deal making on their end. No issues other than this. The firearm itself is outstanding as far as form and fit. Too early to review function as no range time. Am confident it will fall in with CZ reputation for quality shooters. Overall rating will have to be a 4. The average of 5 for the pistol and 3 for the E-cash process. 











Robert Z

on
12/26/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Took this rami to the range today. Ran 200 rds of hollow points, round nose, flat nose and reloads.not 1 problem. This gun is accurate, reliable, concealable. I wanted a metal gun. This is an aluminum, steel gun. Cz makes quality guns. It was accurate at 20 yards. I would recommend this gun to anyone who wants a carry gun for protection. You may only need a gun once, it better work. The rami is that gun. bob 











Amir H

on
10/03/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The Rami is an excellent firearm! CZ best kept secret. Buds thank you! 











Edward L

on
07/22/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The CZ 2075 RAMI has really impressed me. Had one failure to feed in the first magazine, but that may have been my fault. I was smacking the magazine before inserting it to try to stop the infamous rattle. If you do not know what I am talking about, search YouTube for "CZ 2075 magazine rattle". After that i commenced to shot over 200 rounds, including 45 rounds of various hollow points (Hornay Zombie Max, Critical Defense, American Gunner) without another issue. The sights were easy to use and accurate. I was shooting tight groups by my fourth magazine. The fit and finish is outstanding. I think it's time to sell my Glock! 











Daniel B

on
07/05/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love the Rami. I had 1 fail to feed in first 50 rounds. Probably shot another 75 rounds with no issue. I'll chalk up the one FTF as breaking in. I shoot almost as accurate with this as full size 75b. Bud's was great as is the Rami. 











David L

on
07/03/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










You know how you buy gun after gun searching for the perfect carry piece? I've had Kahrs and Sigs and S&W and Ruger and Keltec..... None were THE ONE. Until I bought this Rami. It is THE ONE. It's my first CZ and I think I'll sell my Sig for another CZ after this, The gun is a tad chunky but as easy to conceal for me as a P938. With a good belt and holster the bit of extra weight is unnoticeable. It aims naturally for me and within minutes I was shooting 3" groups at 30 feet. I think it's one of the best aiming pistols I've had, I am so accurate with it as long as I have good form. Construction is solid and well made, so far it likes all ammo I have given it. This is my favorite gun in years and the purchase I'm most happy about, it instantly took over as my #1 carry gun. I can't see anything ever displacing it, it's too good, Went with the 9mm because .40 is a horrible mistake. ;) Thanks for making such a great piece, Ceska Zjbwhatever it is! 











Arnold G

on
05/12/2015




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










I bought this gun with high anticipation. But it constantly had failures to feed. I contacted CZ and send it in to get it fixed. Weeks later it arrived back with the following listed as adjusted: Slide stop, extractor and breech lead-in. It arrived dirty from test firing. No biggie. But when I looked at the slide stop it was completely hacked and looked lousy. I though ok well as long as it works. It failed to feed again and often so whatever they did it didn't work. I called again and filled out another warranty on it. It's now back at CZ. I called asking what happens now. Does the same guy work on it? They just gave me general answers like they could care less. So I just said so it just doesn't matter what I say right? Andy(rep) goes yup. Lousy gun and lousy service. It was great the few times it shot properly. But just not worth it. 











Dennis G

on
03/15/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Another quality built gun by CZ. It is about the sixe of the S&W Shield, but a little wider. Shoots very well. The slide rides inside the frame which makes it a lot more stable then some others I have only fired 200 rounds and all were flawless. This CZ is very concealable even with the 14 rd. mag. I own a few CZ products and have always been impressed with their craftsmanship I also got to test Bud's price guarantee, since the price dropped after my purchase and all went smooth with that and the difference in price was refunded to me.. Thanks Bud's! 











Michael J

on
03/13/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










There are three things Czech republic is famous for; girls, beer and guns. This one is no mistake. If you need a gun you can always trust go with this CZ. I put already over 800 rounds through without even a little hick up. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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